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Abstract The ePAL initiative aimed at developing a
roadmap for extension of professional active life of the
retiring and retired knowledge workers in developed
countries and specifically in Europe. Three main perspec-
tives are identified in this roadmap, and defined to
comprehensively address relevant dimensions of the ePAL
environment. These three perspectives consist of: (1) the
technological perspective that addresses the needed tech-
nology and the support services, (2) the societal perspective
that addresses both the human factors and the societal
aspects, and (3) the organizational perspective that
addresses both the economic / managerial and governmen-
tal aspects of these environments. This document however
aims to zoom in on the technological perspective of the
roadmap. Following a brief description of the three main
perspectives of the ePAL environment, it introduces the
four main ICT research and development areas that are
identified for strengthening and realization of active ageing.
The technological perspective of the ePAL’s vision con-
stitutes a substantial part of the roadmap recommendations.

This article further addresses the state of the art in each of
these four areas and exemplifies their application needs in
the ePAL environment.
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1 Introduction

A critical challenge facing the societies in developed
countries is how to support the “active ageing / ageing
well” process (Afsarmanesh et al. 2009) for its knowledge
workers in the coming decades. It is required to identify
new societal positions, governmental policies, and organi-
zational structures, together with the needed technology and
support systems and tools to improve the existing and
emerging situations (Leonard et al. 2009). It is desired that
the retired/retiring elderly citizens have the possibility of
remaining partially involved in the market/society, and thus
have the opportunity to use their knowledge and expertise
in making valued contributions to the communities where
they live (Jettinghoff and Houtman 2007). Another angle to
this challenge is the fact that in respect to retirees and senior
citizens, different regions of the world are not homoge-
neous. Namely, even if considering Europe, in some
countries, mostly located in north and central Europe,
retirement represents the period of relaxation and leisure,
while in some other European countries, mostly located in
East Europe, it represents the period of desperately looking
for second jobs and worrying about many financial
consequences of retirement (Carey 2009).

Current forecasts show a sharp increase in size of the
older population of Europe in the coming decades, while
the growth in the middle-aged population is slowing down
in this period. People tend to have a longer and healthy life
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(Carey 2009). Thus, seniors are becoming an increasingly
important labor source throughout Europe. Furthermore, it
is being gradually noticed by some industries that seniors
can typically bring maturity, dependability, and years of
relevant experience to the workplace, which is in contrast
with more traditional practices of replacing older workers
by younger ones (IPWEA 2006). Consequently, it is
foreseen that in near future retirement for knowledge
workers might no longer represent the end of the working
period, rather a lifestyle and career transition, where the
retirees in principle have multiple options. In this direction
our study of the baseline within the ePAL roadmapping
initiative has revealed a number of such options: continuing
to work (though perhaps at a different pace), returning to
school for additional training or education, changing career,
venturing into entrepreneurship, becoming more involved
in volunteer work, and simply enjoying leisure and travel
possibilities (Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh 2009).
Thus a mix of working, learning, relaxing, and trying new
things is being gradually foreseen as possibilities (Avramov
and Maskova 2003), (HSBC Insurance 2007).

Currently, most initiatives supporting seniors are focused
on their socialization and entertainment activities, while
new organizational forms and mechanisms are emerging,
which are focused on providing ways to help senior
professionals remain partially active after their retirement
(del Cura et al. 2009), (Afsarmanesh and Msanjila 2010).
However, the ePAL (extending Professional Active Life)
project, fundded by the European Commission, which
partially constitutes the base for research results reported
in this paper, aims at a comprehensive address of this
problem area. The ePAL project develops a European
vision and roadmap for extending professional active life,
indicating a set of recomended actions to support the
society with achieving the ePAL’s vision, and helping
senior professionals with having an enjoyable active life,
balanced between work and leisure. As such the ePAL
approach complements some other initiatives that target
supporting the active ageing workers with learning to use
new tools necessary for continuing their work, e.g. the
eSangathan project (Turbe-Suetens and Kouloumdjian
2009). These initiatives investigate the use of ICT, the
collaborative working environments, and the Web 2.0 tools
by senior professionals, and the role that can be played by
training seniors for this endeavor.

Furthermore, a few other recent initiatives are being
established in some countries by various actors from
government to industry, in order to address the problem of
ageing labor forces and enhancing the quality of life of the
retired professionals (Age Platform Europe: http://www.
age-platform.eu/en). Their principal aims include: attract-
ing senior professionals and joining their efforts in some
sort of collaborative networks, brokering work opportuni-

ties for willing retirees, establishing intermediaries between
retirees and business sector, establishing policies and
regulations in favor of senior professionals, building ICT
infrastructure and application functionalities for seniors
with emphasis on user friendly interfaces, etc. Other
examples can also be found in the other continents, e.g.
Australia (IPWEA 2006) and the USA (Walker 2007),
(Eyster at al. 2008).

Most R&D efforts in this area, both past and present,
have adopted a reactive strategy while trying to mitigate the
problems “after” the elderly reach a critical phase in
dependency. ePAL however adopts a proactive strategy,
identifying measures of a more “preventive” nature,
towards facilitating active ageing / ageing well. In the
remaing of this article, Section 2 presents the adopted
roadmapping perspectives and strategy. Section 3 briefly
introduces the roadmapping framework. Section 4 provides
a summary of the three perspectives addressed by the ePAL
roadmap. Sections 5, 6, 7 and 8 respectively address the
four ICT areas of: Collaborative Networks, Affective
Computing, Soft Computing, and Machine Learning, which
are the main technological contributors to the ePAL
environment and therefore in need of strong research and
development activities. Section 9 classifies the addressed
cahllenges in each of the four ICT areas, and summarizes
for each class both the research results so far achieved, as
well as the research which is still required to be performed.
Section 10 concludes this article.

2 ePAL roadmapping perspectives and strategy

Within the ePAL roadmap three orthogonal perspectives are
defined, called the technological, societal, and organiza-
tional perspectives. These three perspectives are identified
through a rigorous visioning exercise as expalined in
(Afsarmanesh et al. 2009). These perspectives comprehen-
sively address the problem area and identify ePAL’s future
vision, as well as identifying the activities required to reach
that vision.

For the societal and organizational perspectives there is a
chronic shortage of good practicing models which can
effectively leverage the usage of the skills of seniors
(Leonard et al. 2009). Both regulated societal support for
senior professionals as well as governmental regulations are
lacking. There is also still a lack of communication between
employers/customers and seniors concerning the skills and
experience they can effectively bring to the marketplace.
While some positive examples illustrate how SMEs and
start-ups can benefit from support offered by seniors, the
demand has remained quite residual. Effective new brokers
and societal/ governmental support are needed to ensure
that such issues do not slow down the rate of senior
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involvement and adaptation of recruitment and employment
practices to the new demographic realities of the EU.

In the technological sector, the main focus of this
document, it is clear that many of the current advances in
ICT are not aimed at Senior Professionals as a target user
(Hernandez-Encuentra, et al. 2009). This is perhaps because
those that design the software by large do not come from a
senior generation themselves, and have no proper under-
standing of the needs of seniors, to consider them as input to
their design. This however leads to a vicious cycle, whereby
software and their applications are designed for a younger
user who then becomes its chief consumer and market,
influencing its future development (Lundberg 2007). Even if
this cycle cannot be easily broken, the new trend on
adaptable interfaces can help seniors overcome this lack,
through allowing them to adapt ICT tools to their needs.

The above tendency is no less evident in social networks
which are the popular phenomena amongst younger
generations, who connect with them in vast numbers, and
are designed and built around applications with this sector
of the society very much in mind. Facebook, Bebo and
MySpace for instance have made ICT a very important
force in mobilizing the social capital of a younger
generation, who both relate to this field of communication
and are savvy enough to adapt it to their own user
generated content. Social networks and social interconnec-
tions are continuously expanded and enriched by new
content. But since this environment is very much designed
with the younger user in mind they constitute features and
supporting tools that are suitable for younger generation. As
such, these facilities are difficult to align with seniors’
needs, which makes seniors wary and feel excluded from
the intented applications. Although some social networking
initiatives for seniors are emerging, we are still quite far
from exploiting the potential of these technologies in
ageing well.

For the ePAL roadmap, senior professionals include
knowledge workers who apply intellectual capacities in
creation/processing of information, as well as other pro-
fessionals who use computers in their daily activities.
Advances in communication media, e.g. the use of mobile
devices can play a significant role in enhancing the general
remote working, for all members of the society. But,
through ePAL’s technological perspective, we narrow down
on a few main challenges specific to the senior profes-
sionals and their continuation of work. From the point of
view of the technological perspective, three pre-conditions
are specified as required for the success of extending
professional active life of seniors, including:

▪ Availability and use of computing resources e.g.
pervasive computing and communication links for all
senior professionals must be supported.

▪ Establishment of virtual communities of seniors to
work together on solving emerged problems in the
market/society, and performing individual and/or joint
tasks.

▪ Provision of advanced ICT technology and support
tools targeting senior professionals and their working/
co-working.

The roadmapping strategy of the ePAL has identified
four fundamental ICT related areas in need of further
research and development for support of the specific
requirements and characteristics of senior professionals
and their continued enjoyable active working and co-
working, namely:

– Collaborative Networks. Specification of a reference
model for ePAL environment to capture all its
endogenous elements (i.e. components, structure, func-
tions, and behavior governance), as well as the
exogenous interactions (with the constituents, market,
society, and support providers). This model is required
to facilitate the study, understanding and developments
for ePAL.

– Affective Computing. Design and prototyping tools and
systems to support the needed functionality and
operation, with specific attention on behavioral aspects
of senior professionals and ePAL communities.

– Soft Computing. Design new approaches and tools to
on one hand reduce risks and frictions, and on the other
hand boost and motivate collaboration and co-working
among ePAL stakeholders. Here the issue of trust,
mediation, rewards and incentives, value systems, etc.
comes up which all deal with incomplete and imprecise
information, and thus their soft modeling and qualita-
tive analysis are required.

– Machine Learning. Specification of models and tools
assisting seniors to leave their legacy behind, learning
from their practices. Designing new tools for decision
making through learning from past experiences and
through ranking solutions with pre-defined indicators.

This document mainly focuses on the survey of
promising technologies for ePAL communities, which in
one way or another can be used to smoothen and
facilitate the involvement of retired professionals in daily
society activities. It also addresses a number of chal-
lenges in need of future work on these promising
technologies in support of effective operation of com-
munities of retired professionals.

There are a number of new ICT technologies and
advances which show to certain level, the potential to
facilitate the extension of professional active life amongst
seniors (Afsarmanesh and Msanjila 2010), (Camarinha-
Matos et al. 2010). However, at present on one hand,
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sustainability of existing freeware technologies is not clear
and on the other hand there is a real need for their
advancement to be steered towards the needs of senior
professionals. In order for advances in ICT systems to have
the desired effect they should be developed with a proper
understanding of the needs of those who will be using them
(Lundberg 2007). This may seem an obvious point, but it
would appear important that the technological aspects of
ePAL advance in parallel with its societal and organisa-
tional models. In a highly competitive industry which
develops at a rapid pace applying a constantly updated line
of ICT services in which new advances quickly become
redundant, would mean too much of a barrier to its normal
development. One solution to this problem, which is very
much in line with current technological trends, is to offer a
high degree of built-in adaptability to new technology.
Advances in “configure yourself” technology and support
systems for user generated knowledge content, along with
easily customizable interfaces are crucial to allow brokers
and senior professionals themselves to react to changes in a
non static marketplace (Hernandez-Encuentra et al. 2009).
Where seniors are working with younger professionals,
adaptable technology would have to be compatible with
senior’s ability to use them, and not alienating senior
professionals from their co-workers.

The introduction of new working patterns, when relying
for instance on remote collaboration of teams of senior
professionals who interact with brokerage entities and
customers, introduces the need for provision of new
infrastructure functionalities and supporting tools.

3 Roadmapping framework

The challenges posed by an ageing society have been
thoroughly discussed, particularly in terms of care needs
and social costs (WHO 2002). Most R&D efforts in this
area, both past and present, have adopted a reactive strategy
while trying to mitigate the problems “after” the elderly
reach a critical phase in dependency (Aguilar et al. 2004),
(Vontas et al. 2009). ePAL however adopts a proactive
strategy, identifying measures of a more “preventive”
nature.

Three main elements need to be defined in a research
roadmap: current situation and trends (i.e. the baseline),
desired vision, and plan of R&D actions (Camarinha-Matos
and Afsarmanesh 2009). Being naturally difficult to
forecast the future, and even to understand all inter-
dependencies among the driving forces of the society, a
meaningful roadmap needs to be the result of contributions
from relevant visionaries and stakeholders in the field. In
order to properly integrate and put in the right context the
various contributions of the participants in this process, it is

important to follow a set of systematic steps. Most literature
on roadmapping is focused on presenting specific road-
maps, giving little hints on the followed method. In fact,
one of the most prevalent approaches seems to mainly rely
on the organization of discussion workshops with a
considerable number of stakeholders, expecting, in this
way, to extract relevant conclusions. Our roadmapping
method, on the other hand, is adapted from the “standard”
scientific method and has proven to be effective in various
projects (Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh 2004),
(Camarinha-Matos et al. 2010), consisting of 10-steps:

1 Characterize and consolidate the baseline
2 Perceive trends and design scenarios
3 Elaborate a first vision statement and instantiations
4 Fill the gap: from where we are to where we wish to go
5 Propose a plan of actions
6 Verify the planned actions
7 Plan the timing and other characterization of actions
8 Finalize the definition of the roadmap chart
9 Perform consultation and refinement

10 Perform roadmap consolidation

The elaboration of a plan of strategic actions is a
fundamental step in roadmapping. Such actions, when
successfully implemented, shall take the society from its
current situation to a desirable future, as stated in the
proposed vision. The proposed vision statements and
strategic actions plan resulted from a multi-stage construc-
tion and validation process. An initial formulation was
prepared by the ePAL consortium following a series of
consultation workshops and brainstorming sessions. Once a
set of strategic actions emerged as a result of the
brainstorming exercise, it was then necessary to proceed
with a verification of those actions. More than 180 experts
from different fields were involved the the roadmapping
process, namely in the consultation and refinement phase.
More details on the ePAL roadmapping approach and
results are addressed in (Camarinha-Matos et al. 2010).

4 Perspectives of ePAL communities

Current practices indicate that the European society is still
slow to recognize the rationale behind, and the importance of
fully supporting the extension of active professional life of
seniors (Leonard et al. 2009). The study on visioning and gap
identification in ePAL addresses relevant technological,
societal, and organizational factors which constitute the three
orthogonal perspectives of ePAL communities (Leonard et
al. 2009). It also addresses the main external influences
which have the potential to impact successful future life of
elderly population. These three perspectives of the ePAL
environment were formulated following an extensive envi-
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ronment analysis and categorization, as well as validation
(by both experts and senior professionals) of trends and
drivers that show the future direction for inclusion of seniors
in daily societal activities (Afsarmanesh et al. 2009). The
three perspectives of the ePAL communities are addressed
below summarizing some of their needed new areas of
research and practice.

4.1 Societal perspective

The societal perspective of the ePAL vision is perhaps the
most difficult to achieve, as it requires the mass mobiliza-
tion of a large number of potential actors. Societal cohesion
and a change in attitudes towards senior professionals are
very challenging. The traditional view is that those reaching
retirement age are about to make the transition to passive
actors must become largely redundant due to the pan
European demographic changes of an ageing EU. Recog-
nition of the new role that can be played by senior
professionals is vital for EU governments and senior
professionals themselves. Societal cohesion is an important
area of consideration as the rise of the senior workers will
not happen in isolation. The whole society needs to be
involved in keeping senior professionals active as well as
defining their roles in daily societal activities without
contradicting the existing regulations. As an ever increasing
percentage of the EU society, seniors’ contribution to their
society needs to grow. To ensure that the potential of this
contribution is properly coordinated, new mechanisms
which gather consensus and outline the role of seniors in
EU will need to be created. It is important that such
mobilization does not lead to the ghetto-isation of seniors
and become a source of division within the EU society.

Seniors and those just starting employment will have to
learn to work together and effectively communicate. As a
part of this there must be a greater understanding of the new
needs this will create and new forms of leveraging the
capabilities of seniors. At the same time “seniority”
(position in a company) within a business environment
will no longer be so closely linked to age. Maureen
Minehan, (Minehan 1997) as early as 1997 noted a trend
that older workers will have to accept this situation, where
“seniority” becomes more linked to performance rather than
age. Today, human resource departments are increasingly
accepting that new forms of health and other benefits
needed for senior workers to attract good employees.
Recent studies show that many senior professionals still
consider themselves to be discriminated against in the
workplace and some employers are prejudiced by stigmas
of inadaptability and lack of learning ability when they
apply for jobs (Canziani and Petrongolo 2001). Mecha-
nisms to support cross generational interaction between
seniors and younger professionals; fomenting inter-

generational solidarity and understanding within the EU
would improve the employment systems and creating
healthy balanced employment paradigm.

4.2 Organizational perspective

The organizational perspective of ePAL can be divided
into two main strands. The first is employment policies
and regulations which will facilitate the rise of the active
senior professionals. The second is mechanisms which
will harness the potential of senior professionals and
provide increased support and structure to their contri-
bution to the EU economy. There is a need for a full
understanding of what senior professionals, in a nontra-
ditional role as active professionals, can bring to society.
This requires in part a mobilization of social capital by
senior professionals themselves supported through rele-
vant mechanisms.

A full understanding of the needs and issues around
active senior professionals can provide the basis for
strategic investment into more efficient and specific forms
of brokerage and support services tailored to the realities of
the market, its needs and the silver economy. Such
brokerage should also take into account ways of mitigating
problems with cross generational communication and what
are the most efficient forms of work for seniors as
compared to other types of professionals. It seems
increasingly likely that the extension of active life will go
hand in hand with a change in the average person’s career
trajectory. Labor systems have attracted a lot of interest and
the reduced labor rigidity and indeed the rights that such
systems bring would have a significant impact on the way
people work in the future. Governments will play a major
role in this aspect.

Of most relevance to ePAL is the effect such labor law
changes would have on the traditional divisions between
pre and post retirement life. Fewer EU citizens are working
long term for one employer and are incentivized to retrain
themselves throughout their lives and consequently take
more control of financial provision for their retirement. An
accent on life long learning implies that many people will
have to take time out of their active professional lives at
several stages of their career, with retirement planning
forming part of a more sophisticated concept of career and
financial planning. Brokerage for senior professionals will
need to develop a wider knowledge of how it fits into this
equation. Financial services specifically aimed at senior
professionals will have to do the same. However, a pool
of senior talent which is used to remarketing itself would
in theory, make the role of brokers in leveraging this
talent to diverse sources easier. Such career fluidity
would also have a consequential effect on the concept of
a senior worker itself.
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4.3 Technological perspective

There are a number of new ICT technologies and advances
which show to certain level, the potential to facilitate the
extension of professional active life amongst seniors.
However, at present on one hand, sustainability of existing
freeware technologies is not clear and on the other hand
there is a real need for their advancement to be steered
towards the needs of senior professionals.

In order for advances in ICT systems to have the desired
effect they should be developed with a proper understand-
ing of the needs of those who will be using them. This may
seem an obvious point, but it would appear important that
the technological aspects of ePAL advance in parallel with
its societal and organisational models. In a highly compet-
itive industry which develops at a rapid pace applying a
constantly updated line of ICT services in which new
advances quickly become redundant, would mean too much
of a barrier to its normal development. One solution to this
problem, which is very much in line with present
technological trends, is to offer a high degree of built-in
adaptability to new technology. Advances in “configure
yourself” technology and support systems for user gener-
ated knowledge content, along with easily customizable
interfaces are crucial to allow brokers and senior profes-
sionals themselves to react to changes in a non static
marketplace. Where seniors are working with younger
professionals’ adaptable technology would have to be
compatible and not virtually alienate senior professionals
from their co-workers.

The introduction of new working patterns, relying for
instance on remote collaboration of teams of senior
professionals who interact with brokerage entities and
customers, also introduces the need for provision of new
infrastructure functionalities and supporting tools. Such
functionalities may include tools for ontology management,
trust building, value systems alignment, performance
assessment in collaborative environments, and distributed
negotiation mechanisms, among others. The subsequent
sections further addresses in details the four main concepts
identified within the roadmapping process of the ePAL
initiative (Camarinha-Matos et al. 2010), related to the
technological perspective, namely: collaborative networks,
affective computing, soft computing, and machine learning.

5 Collaborative networks

As a guiding work hypothesis, ePAL advocates the
development of collaborative networks involving senior
professionals and other supporting actors of the socio-
economic system. In line with other initiatives in related
areas, e.g. eSangathan, the ePAL initiative assumes that an

effective transformation of the current situation regarding
retirement, and the barriers to active ageing in Europe
requires the introduction of new approaches and ways to
create actively contributing professional communities in
society. These communities will support the elderly citizens
with a framework for leveraging their talents and expertise
and creating value for the benefit of the Europe’s economy.
Moreover, the framework would also support a balanced
transition towards stepwise retirement. Taking advantage
of current advances in ICT technologies and in line with
current trends in several European regions, the success of
extending professional active life of seniors (ePAL)
requires establishing 2nd generation professional virtual
communities support senior professionals with remaining
active and involved (Afsarmanesh and Camarinha-Matos
2009) in the market and society. This section presents the
base concepts of collaborative networks in 5.1, their
relevance and applications in communities of active senior
professionals in 5.2, and the specific aspects in need of
further research in 5.3.

5.1 Base concepts of collaborative networks

A traditional Virtual Community is composed of a group of
individuals that virtually come together, i.e. by means of
computer communication, and stay in touch for a long
period of time (Crave et al. 2006). Through Virtual
Community, the members interact with each other creating
personal relationships, sharing common social ties in the
form of interests, feelings, knowledge, and experiences
(Picard 2006). The aim in ePAL is to step beyond
“socialization”, and to pursue mechanisms for interaction
with the socio-economic system, and therefore facilitate the
use of the potential contributions from retiring and senior
professionals. We are therefore addressing new organiza-
tional forms, focused on collaboration, i.e. collaborative
networks whose members act together towards joint value
creation.

A Collaborative Network (CN) is a network consisting
of a variety of entities (e.g. organizations, people, even
intelligent machines) that are largely autonomous, geo-
graphically distributed, and heterogeneous in terms of their
operating environment, culture, social capital and goals, but
which decide to collaborate to better achieve common or
compatible goals, and whose interactions are supported by
computer network (Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh
2006). Although not all, most forms of collaborative
networks imply some kind of structure / organization over
the activities of their constituents, identifying roles of each
participant adhering to some governance rules. Therefore,
the term Collaborative networked organization (CNO) is
used to represent a collaborative networks with some form
of organization, in terms of their structure of membership,
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activities, definition of roles of the participants, and
following a set of governance principles and rules. In this
document the following definition of CNO is adopted and
applied:

A CNO is an alliance constituting a variety of entities
(e.g. organizations and people) that are largely auton-
omous, geographically distributed, and heterogeneous
in terms of their operating environment, culture, social
capital, and goals, and that cooperate/collaborate to
better achieve common or compatible goals, and whose
interactions are supported by the computer network
(Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh 2006).

Among the CNOs, we can distinguish between the long-
term “strategic” alliances and the goal-oriented networks.
Long-term strategic networks/alliances are established to
act as the breeding environments for goal oriented
networks, namely with the purpose of getting their
participants prepared for participation in response to
collaboration opportunities. In other words, they are
alliances aimed at offering the conditions and environment
to support the rapid and fluid configuration of goal oriented
collaboration networks, when opportunities arise. Goal-
oriented networks are CNOs in which intense collaboration
(either towards a common goal or a set of compatible goals)
is practiced among their partners, for example the virtual
organizations (VOs). All CNOs aim at value creation, while
the value system of each CNO is defined to serve the
specific short or long term aims of that CNO.

In this document we address two specific forms of
CNOs, namely one shorter-term type (i.e. VOs) and one
long-term type (i.e. Virtual organizations Breeding Environ-
ments -VBEs). VOs represent shorter-term goal-oriented
collaborations between partners, while VBEs represent
long-term cooperation. Although their main actors involve
organizations, the base concepts have the potential to be
adopted, tuned and applied in network settings involving
individuals such as senior professionals. The definitions of
a VO and a VBE adopted and applied in this document are
as follows:

A VO is an association of (legally) independent
organizations (VO partners) that come together and
share resources and skills to achieve a common goal,
such as jointly acquiring and/or executing certain tasks
to fulfil a market/society opportunity (Camarinha-
Matos and Afsarmanesh 2006).
A VBE is defined as a “strategic” alliance of organ-
izations (VBE members) and related supporting institu-
tions (e.g. firms providing accounting, training, etc.),
adhering to a base long-term cooperation agreement and
adopting common operating principles and infrastruc-
tures, with the main goal of increasing both their

chances and preparedness of collaboration in potential
VOs (Afsarmanesh and Camarinha-Matos 2005).

Organizations interoperate and collaborate within VO
and VBE networks while being facilitated by computer
networks, in order to achieve certain common or compat-
ible goals, such as the acquisition of and response to larger,
better, and more business opportunities. As such, different
kinds of co-working are applied in shorter-term and long-
term CNOs and in order to further describe and distinguish
between the cooperation and collaboration concepts related
to CNOs, the following definitions are applied in this
document (Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh 2008a, b):

Cooperation, practiced in long-term CNOs, involves
not only the exchange of information and alignment
of activities, but also the sharing of resources for
achieving compatible goals. Cooperation is achieved
by the division of some minor labor (not extensive)
between participants. However, a common plan exists
that in most cases is not defined jointly, but is
designed by a single entity (perhaps by the coordina-
tor/administrator of the cooperation alliance), and
which requires some low-level of cooperation.
Collaboration that is practiced in shorter-term goal-
oriented CNOs on the other hand is a process in
which entities share information, resources and
responsibilities in order to jointly plan, implement,
and evaluate a series of activities that will help them
achieve the common collaboration goal. It implies a
group of entities that work intensively together and
enhance each other’s capabilities. It also implies
sharing risks and rewards that, if desired by the
group, can also provide outside observers with the
impression of a joint identity. Collaboration involves
the mutual engagement of participants to solve a
problem together, which requires strong trust rela-
tionships and thus takes time, effort, and dedication.

Market and society continuously evolve to cope with the
complexity of today’s connected digital world. Therefore,
the preparedness of an actor that is required to facilitate
collaborative initiatives must match the evolution of
market. It is more difficult to individually achieve the
required preparedness for this matching. Principal aspects
of preparedness and VO configuration include establishing
common operating principles, acquiring an interoperable
infrastructure, and creating trust between organizations,
which are aimed to be provided within long-term collabo-
rative network—such as the long term strategic alliances
established as VBEs. When achieved, these aspects of an
organization’s preparedness enhance its chances of being
able to quickly and efficiently join successful goal oriented
networks.
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Previous studies have assumed that the most suitable
partners for establishing a new shorter term goal oriented
networks may easily be identified and selected from the
open universe of available organizations, for example
through the Internet, and merged into the required shorter
term goal oriented networks. However, this assumption
overlooks a large number of obstacles in this process,
among which the following can be mentioned (Afsarmanesh
and Camarinha-Matos 2005).

▪ How to learn of the mere existence of potential partners
in the open universe and deal with incompatible
sources of information.

▪ How to acquire basic profile information about
organizations, when no common template or standard
format exists.

▪ How to quickly establish an inter-operable collabora-
tion infrastructure, given the heterogeneity of actors at
multi-levels, and the diversity of their systems.

▪ How to build trust between actors, which is the base for
any collaboration.

▪ How to develop and agree on the common principles of
sharing and working together.

▪ How to quickly define the agreements on the roles and
responsibilities of each partner in order to reflect the
sharing of tasks, the rights on the produced results, and
so on.

As a basic rule, supporting the dynamic/fluent formation
of collaborative networks, such as in a shorter term
consortium, requires its potential partners to be ready and
prepared to jointly participate in such a collaboration
environment, as addressed in Fig. 1. The foundation of this
readiness should include reaching commonality agreements
on aspects such as the interoperable infrastructure, operat-
ing rules, and cooperation. For instance, within a collabo-
rative network, the agreed working and sharing principles
may specify the frequency by which the progress of internal
tasks performed by each member shall be reported to the
network, and which specific data must be shared about it,
and in which format. Any collaboration also requires that
all involved actors meet the required level of competency
and performance to be considered trustworthy by other
partners. Therefore, the concepts of long-term strategic
alliances have emerged as the necessary context for the
effective creation of dynamic shorter term consortiums.

A main aim of the long-term strategic alliances is
focused on the transition from point-to-point connections
between actors to a network structure in order to increase
the chances of its members’ involvement in opportunities
for collaboration, and to reduce the costs and time needed
to configure opportunity-oriented consortiums (Fig. 1). To
conclude, the transition from point-to-point connection to
networked structure enhances actors’ preparedness in the
following aspects (Afsarmanesh and Camarinha-Matos

Getting ready to collaborate
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1.b
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oriented

CASPOpen universe of 

TSP formation 
in CASPs 

TSP
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to collaborate
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Fig. 1 Concepts from a potential ePAL environment
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2009): (1) Maintaining common sharing and operating
principles, (2) Acquiring an interoperable infrastructure, (3)
Achieving the same level of understanding through com-
mon ontology, (4) Defining common value systems and
performance metrics, (5) Creating trust between actors, and
(6) Acquiring systems for assisting the management of
cooperation and collaboration.

5.2 Strong relevance of collaborative networks’ concepts
to the ePAL communities

Over the last two decades, many organizations and
individuals have relied on virtual collaboration by forming
distributed teams to achieve higher productivity and
produce joint products that would have been impossible to
develop without the contributions of multiple collaborators.
ICT related technologies have evolved from standalone
tools, to open systems supporting collaboration in multi-
organizational settings, and from general purpose tools to
specialized collaboration tools. ePAL communities can be
established on the basis of concepts related to collaborative
networks. While characterizing the collaboration among
senior professionals we have introduced the following
terms related to collaborative networks of senior profes-
sionals to support characterization of the ePAL communi-
ties (Afsarmanesh et al. 2009).

CASP (Community of Active Senior Professional)
constitutes an association of senior professional individuals
that are largely autonomous, geographically distributed, and
potentially heterogeneous in terms of their: capabilities,
offered capacities, culture, system of values, etc., but
sharing their main compatible and/or common goals of
increasing their active professional life in the society and/or
market, through co-working with others in Teams of Senior
Professionals supported by computer networks, under the
slogan of: “Together Everyone Achieves More!”.

TSP (Team of Senior Professionals) is a collaborative
network of individuals configured and established within
the CASP in response to opportunities in the society and
market that are in need of their wisdom and/or knowledge
assets that they can offer, which as a consequence supports
the retired professionals remaining professionally active.

SP (Senior Professional) is a retired professional who
becomes a member of CASP in order to increase his/her
chances of staying active and involved in the socio-
economic system, and perhaps also through getting in-
volved in potential TSPs established through the CASP.

Individuals decide to join and collaborate in professional
communities when they are convinced that they can achieve
more by co-working with others. Such achievements may
include: optimizing their business profits, improving their
knowledge and skills, complementing themselves with
missing resources and competencies. The advantages of

the geographical and societal widening are in this respect
evident: the widest the social and geographical spread, the
highest the possibilities for the individuals to reach their
objectives.

An association of retired professionals can represent a
special form of a professional virtual community in the
sense that it is a community constituting individual senior
professionals as members. The establishment and manage-
ment of such alliances of individuals can benefit from well
researched and developed concepts and tools for profes-
sional virtual communities. Most collaborative networks are
business oriented entities, particularly focusing on support-
ing their members to jointly optimize individual financial
gains. Therefore, the focus of associations of retired
professional is not necessarily enhancing the financial gains
of members. Rather to keep and enhance the professional
active life of their members. With support of CASPs senior
professionals can remain professionally active and thus
involved in the society. These seniors are willing to transfer,
share and exchange their knowledge and experience to
those individuals or organizations that are in need. There
are two challenges that retired professionals are facing
when providing their services in terms of bundles of
knowledge and experience to beneficiaries, as described
below:

○ Opportunity brokerage—Finding opportunities to
apply their knowledge and experience—i.e. beneficia-
ries willing to accept their offers—is quite challenging.
From our empirical study it was observed that many
retirees within existing CASPs face difficulties when
trying to individually acquire opportunities in the
society such as consultancy, since those are also being
targeted by other formal service providers. Even when
such opportunities are brokered for senior professio-
nals, the process of building trust and credibility for the
individual retirees in the eyes of the beneficiaries might
be very challenging.

○ Opportunity complexity—Most acquired opportuni-
ties cannot be responded by one senior professional
alone. For example, SMEs which need consultancy on
a subject typically require more than one kind of
expertise need a number of seniors to collaborate, in
order to provide the required services.

5.3 Further required research on collaborative networks—
applicable to ePAL environments

Solution for challenges related to future collaboration, to
enhance a fully realization of promises of electronic co-
working, require advancements in networking technologies,
tools and systems, user interfaces and interaction para-
digms. It also demands, advanced interoperation between
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application-specific components and generic supporting
tools. Below we present some topics in need of further
research in relation to application of concepts related to
collaborative networks namely CASPS and TSPs to ePAL
environment.

(i) Specification of formal conceptual models for profes-
sional life cycle of people and the support environ-
ment for active ageing

In research, there is still lack of suitable formal
conceptual models to support regulating people’s profes-
sional active life-cycle. It is essential to establish a
reference model for the extension of professional active
life and active ageing, The model should incorporate the
elaboration of a common ontology for the senior profes-
sional communities. Another component that must be
supported is the development of contractual and business
models for CASPs. As such, in relation to development of
formal conceptual models, the following need to be further
addressed:

○ Development of conceptual models to support design-
ing and implementing collaboration support services,
including services supporting (virtual) teams’ forma-
tion and management that are user friendly to senior
professionals;

○ Discovery and management of collaboration ontology
that supports a variety of stakeholders in CASPs and
configured teams of senior professionals;

○ Design of templates for novel contractual and cooper-
ation agreements, as well as designing models to
support the implementation systems supporting nego-
tiation among senior professionals;

○ Development of models to guide the implementation of
advanced marketing and brokerage services;

○ Designing new networking models for elderly
communities’ involvement with the socio-economic
system.

(ii) Development and integration of self-adaptive and
configurable technology solutions in ICT environ-
ments, to enable customized involvement of seniors

Self adaptive and configurable technology is able to
evaluate its own behavior and change its behavior to
improve itself based on its present evaluation result
(Laddaga et al. 2003). For example, it can change its
behavior to improve its performance when evaluations
result indicates that it is not accomplishing what the
technology is intended to do, or when better functionality
or performance is possible (Osterweil and Clarke 2001).
Thus the technology also modifies its behavior in response
to changes in its operating environment—e.g. end user
input, availability of external hardware device, etc. This

implies that the self-adaptive technology, such as a
computer system, has multiple ways of accomplishing its
purpose, and has enough knowledge of its construction to
make effective changes during runtime. Such technology
should include functionality for evaluating its behavior and
performance, as well as the ability to re-plan and reconfigure
its operations in order to improve its operation. Self adaptive
technologies should also include a set of components for each
major function, along with descriptions of those components,
so that components of the systems can be selected and
scheduled at runtime, in response to the evaluations. It also
requires the ability to match input/output of sequenced
components, and the ability to generate some of this code
from the specifications.

There are some seniors that may require special training
and assistance when dealing with technology. It is thus
desirable and/or necessary to have self-customizable tools
supporting collaboration operations that empower seniors to
better use the provided ICT solutions. For this challenge a
number of technical solutions may be developed, such as:
self-adaptive interface systems and technology assistance
wizards. To deal with emerging technologies, seniors
should also have access to several training modules. In
relation to this topic further research is required to address
the development of “Configure yourself” -based infrastruc-
ture, and easily adaptable and customizable user interfaces.
Relevant and challenging aspects in this area that are in
need for further research include the following topics:

○ Identification of generic and customizable indicators
for measuring the performance of systems/tools during
runtime;

○ Design and development of mechanisms supporting
systems to make decision regarding changing their
behavior based on collected performance data;

○ Development of affective/emotional tools to detect and
discover state/status of interactions between systems
and senior professionals (addressed also later).

(iii) Development of ICT collaboration platforms, en-
hanced by affective computing, context awareness,
and trust establishment, to support operations of
CASPs

ICT collaboration platform offers a set of software
components and software services that enable actors to
find each other and the information they need to be able to
communicate and work together to achieve common
business goals. Its core elements typically include: email,
calendaring, scheduling and contacts, file synchronization,
wiki of ideas and notes, task management, full-text search,
instant messaging, web conferencing, application / desktop
sharing, voice, audio and video conferencing, blog, wiki,
tagging, RSS, shared bookmarks, etc. as initiatives such as
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eSanghatan project (Turbe-Suetens and Kouloumdjian
2009) have also investigated.

In the context of CASP it is of extreme importance to be
supported with an ICT collaboration platform for communi-
ties of senior professionals. Such a platform, besides
providing the basic required services (as addressed above)
constitutes part of the governance systems of this community.
Thus, it should also provide operational services/tools such as
an advanced management system for CASP, a trust building
management system, together with users/community affec-
tions / emotions management system. To realize a proper ICT
collaboration platform for senior professionals, further re-
search need to be performed addressing the following:

○ Development of advanced collaboration support
services, including (virtual) teams’ formation and
management,

○ Development of affective computing and context aware
enriched environments,

○ Formulation of mechanisms and development of
systems supporting the establishment of trust among
stakeholders,

○ Provision of security and ethical / privacy support.

(iv) Design and development of support collaborative
tools and systems to facilitate value creation in
CASPs environment

For ePAL, effective marketing is essential to the success
of business brokerage. Communities of senior professionals
should be supported to assess their business climate and
capabilities in order to enhance their identity of brokerage
brand through marketing strategies. Such strategies may
include advertising, public relations, customer service
efforts, etc. Considering the current advancement of
technologies, supporting collaboration among actors, mar-
keting related processes require to be properly supported by
collaborative tools and systems to enhance their effective-
ness. Therefore, in order for collaboration platform to
enable its community members in performing their profes-
sional activities, it must provide facilities and tools for the
following processes: (1) Marketing and brokerage, (2)
Virtual Team creation, (3) negotiation and e-contracting,
(4) Virtual Team management, (5) collaborative problem
solving support, and (6) Intellectual Property and perfor-
mance management, etc.

Furthermore research needs to be performed to address
the development of the tools and systems supporting the
following:

○ Advanced collaboration support services, including
(virtual) teams’ formation and management,

○ Tools supporting the process of value creation,
○ Advanced marketing and brokerage services,
○ Security and ethical / privacy support.

6 Affective computing

The establishment of CASPs is based on the premise that
‘professional society’ and senior professionals can mutually
benefit from actively re-involving retirees in the economic
process. Technology might be used to bridge the gap
between retired professionals and organizations by provid-
ing facilities to create contact, collaborate and recognise
needs on both ends. However, only focusing on the
provision of functionality to facilitate cooperation is not
enough. Rather, motivating all parties and ensuring a
positive experience will be just as crucial for professional
interactions among these age groups.

Retirees are not obligated to work, nor are organizations
obliged to include retirees in their daily work practice. For
this to be realized both retirees and organizations need to
perceive value in continuing participation. Any technology
used to facilitate active ageing will have to be designed
taking into account a selection of social and affective
aspects of interacting with computers and each other online
(Cramer 2007). Examples of such affective aspects include:

○ Targeting and managing (online) individual identities,
○ Adapting to the specific needs of the individuals on

both ends,
○ Matching organizations and professionals,
○ Overcoming challenges of online communication, (v)

Fostering feelings of inclusion and value,
○ Establishing trust in the technology used, trust in each-

other and trust in one’s own ability to contribute.

Of particular importance in relation to affective comput-
ing is that it can facilitate capturing emotions of the
technology users, so that through addressing those emo-
tions the usability of the system and thus users interactions
can be enhanced. Senior professionals are at the age when
they may typically feel isolated and excluded from the
society they served for their entire lives, and sometimes
they might have the so called ‘bad days’. If the technology
can capture those emotions and respond to them in a timely
and positively perceived manner, it could encourage the
seniors to virtually engage themselves in society activities.
In relation to these requirements a number of topics in this
area need to be thoroughly addressed by research as
introduced in Sections 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3.

6.1 Base concepts of affective computing

Affective computing deals with emotions. Emotions them-
selves are very human matter, of which there is no clear
theory or understanding related to how they are created or
how they evolve. However, affective computing could
provide massive improvements in human-computer inter-
action, in the form of usable and intuitive interfaces (Picard
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2006). Machines and software could adapt their behaviour
to human. Because emotions and rational intelligence are
very intertwined in humans, it could be believed that
emotions are a prerequisite for truly intelligent computers
(Karuppiah et al. 2001). By building affective computers
we could make computers friendlier and advance towards
the promises so far not yet achieved by the field of artificial
intelligence. However, a lot more need to be done in
research and development to advance the current achieve-
ments in relation to affective computing, to match the exact
needs in the market and society today.

Affective Computing is computing that relates to, arises
from, or deliberately influences emotion and other affective
phenomena. The field was originally named and defined
treating affect and emotion essentially synonymously, and
there is still no widely agreed upon definition of either the
term “emotion” or “affect” in the literature; however, there
is a general acceptance that affect is the broader term, and
that states such as “interest” are affects, whether or not they
are emotions, while states such as “anger” are both an
emotion and an affect. Affective computing deals with the
design of systems and devices that can recognize, interpret,
and process human emotions (Lee et al. 2001). It is an
interdisciplinary field spanning computer sciences, psychol-
ogy, and cognitive science. While the origins of the field
may be traced as far back as to early philosophical
enquiries into emotion, the more modern branch of
computer science originated with Rosalind Picard’s 1995
paper on affective computing (Picard 1995). A motivation
for the research is the ability to simulate empathy. The
machine should interpret the emotional state of humans and
adapt its behavior to them, giving an appropriate response
for those emotions.

Therefore, affective computing thus addresses the
issues regarding emotions and computers. The most
prominent research questions of the field are: What is
the foundation of recognizing, understanding and express-
ing emotions? How do emotions interact with intellectual
processes? How can we build a computer able to feel?
Nevertheless, various application cases have been identi-
fied and experiments are being performed (Tao and Tieniu
2005). Regardless of the resolution of the precise defi-
nitions of emotion and affect, research in Affective
Computing addresses the broader sense of the two terms,
and contributes to Artificial Intelligence, Pattern Recogni-
tion, Machine Learning, Human-Computer Interaction,
Social Robotics, Autonomous Agents, Cognitive and
Affective Sciences, Affective Neuroscience, Neuro-
economics, Health-behavior Change, and many other areas
where technology is used to detect, recognize, measure,
model, simulate, communicate, elicit, handle, or otherwise
understand and directly influence emotion and other
affective phenomenon.

The latest scientific findings indicate that emotions play
an essential role in decision making, perception, learning
and more. They influence the very mechanisms of rational
thinking. Not only too much, but also too little emotion can
impair decision making. According to Rosalin Picard
(Picard 1995), if we want computers to be genuinely
intelligent and to interact naturally with us, we must give
computers the ability to recognize, understand, and even to
have and express emotions.

Emoticons have been around since the beginning of the
textual communication. They are a proof of the people’s
need to express themselves emotionally, in any type of
interaction, being that for business, personal or any other
purpose. Moreover, they act as a proof of the need to
‘inject’ emotions to the communication in platforms
supporting operations of collaborative networks. Emotions
can influence the experience of the participants in collab-
orative environments, increase the achievement and perfor-
mance level, motivation, excitement in interaction with
each other and the whole perception among individuals.
The quality of the collaboration and the output might
directly depend on the creativity of the members of the
collaborative network. According to the ‘broaden-and-build
model’ (Fredrickson 2003), positive emotions play a key
role in increasing an individual’s creativity. Moreover,
emotions can control the motivation for achieving goals
as well as improving a person’s problem solving ability.
Through emotional communication an individual can
develop empathy towards the other participants in the
collaboration. Many researchers consider empathy to be a
strong mechanism for reducing frustration and generally
improving the emotional state and mood (Karuppiah et al.
2001). We argue here that empathy is one of the missing
aspects that differentiate communication in collaborative
networks from direct physical human-human interaction, an
aspect that brings closeness, trust, naturalness and pleas-
antness into the communication (Lee et al. 2001). The
expression of emotion, feelings, and mood in a mediated
interaction has been considered as a defining characteristic
of “social presence” (Lee et al. 2001). Advancement of
affective computing technologies and ubiquitous comput-
ing enable realization of the notion of social presence
with focusing on the participants of the collaborative
networks and placing the computer-mediation process in
the “background”.

Main affective communication (expression) channels are
considered to be the visual (facial expressions and body
gestures) and audio (speech and other sounds). Additional-
ly, with the use of specific monitoring sensors internal
physiological reactions can be a useful indicator of the
emotional state. Monitoring of human reaction and recog-
nition of correct emotional state enables emotional aware-
ness and can result with more successful interaction and
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collaboration. Emotional intelligence as well as intelligent
emotional expressiveness require natural (preferably visu-
al), proper and human-like expression. Emotionally expres-
sive avatars (virtual human like characters) can be used as
an interaction instrument in collaborative networks. They
can act as a visual representation of the individual on the
other side of the communication. Through avatars one can
better understand the current emotional state of the other
person, easily relate to him/her, show empathy towards the
person (not the avatar itself) and by that help in reducing
one’s frustration (Aggarwal and Cai 1999). External
parameters such as behavior, societal interaction rules,
current situation etc., influence the extent of the emotion
expression.

Related to affective computing other important issues
include persuasion (any interactive computing system
designed to change people’s attitudes or behaviors), user-
adaptivity (adapting to affect/motivation and retirement
stage interface for knowledge level), identity and role
(active ageing involves ever-changing roles), and societal
context (interaction of the retired professional and system
are not without a societal context of peers, ‘customers’/
team mates, support system).

6.2 Relevance of affective computing to the support
of ePAL environments

An affective computing system addresses the ability to
sense users’ biosignals as well as recognizing the
patterns inherent in users’ interactions, then using these,
an understanding module can assimilate these data into a
model of the user’s emotional experience. For the ePAL
environment, the relevance of affective computing shall
be demonstrated when such requirements are fully
supported by the related system. Seniors have emotions
that a developed system shall require to capture, analyze
and understand, in order to avoid irritating experiences
and enhance preferred experiences. The fundamental
application of affective computing to the ePAL environ-
ments shall emerge in the next-generation of human
interfaces which must be developed with capabilities to
recognize, and respond to the emotional states of senior
professionals.

6.3 Further required research on affective computing—
applicable to ePAL environment

In short, taking into account the characteristics of the
involved individuals, their societal context and (affective)
experiences involved in the mutual cooperation—without
relying on pre-existing assumptions about these concerns—
could prove key in the success of collaborative technologies
that facilitate active ageing.

(i) Development of approaches that discover patterns
and model “the evolution of senior professionals’
interests and their involvement in the socio-economic
system” and “the behavior and emotional health of
senior professional networks”.

Behaviors of people at certain point in time are
influenced by characteristics of the environment in which
they are operating, which in turn influence the people’s
interests and decision on performing certain activities.
Specifically for communities of active senior professionals,
further research is needed to enhance the development of a
conceptual base for behavioral modeling, data-mining /
machine learning approaches for behavioral patterns dis-
covery, forecasts and simulation methods and tools for
behavioral analysis. Furthermore, models and tools need to
be designed and developed for supporting management of
emotional health of collaborative networks. In relation to
this topic further research should also address the following
among others:

○ Develop approaches to characterize emotions and
define necessary differentiating indicators,

○ Development of easily adaptable and customizable
user interfaces that are emotionally supportive,

○ Development of tools supporting affective computing
and that are context aware enriched environments,

○ Formulation of mechanisms and development of
systems supporting the establishment of trust among
stakeholders,

○ Design of new networking models for elderly
communities’ involvement with the socio-economic
system.

(ii) Development of approaches and tools providing
support for sensing and recognition of emotions of
SPs

The range of means and modalities of emotion expres-
sion is so broad, with many of these modalities being
inaccessible and many others being too non-differentiated.
This makes it difficult to collect the necessary data to
perform the required affective related computation. In fact,
people’s expression of emotion is so idiosyncratic and
variable, that it is challenging to accurately recognize an
individual’s emotional state from the available data. This
subject still needs further research and development in both
aspects of affective computing technologies, such as
automated systems, and hardware, such as sensors.

(iii) Design and development of modelling approaches
and tools for seniors’ emotions and their related
evolutions

There is still a lack of suitable models developed to
support the design of required affective computing related
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systems, and not enough progress has been made with
cognitive modeling. While some data exist regarding the
effects of emotion on decision making and behavior, the
majority of these data were collected in highly artificial
environments, such as laboratories, and both their robust-
ness and application seem to fit the need of academic and
research needs but not for empirical need in real life.
Existing models of emotion use highly stylized stereotypes
of personality types and emotional responsiveness, which
do not correspond to real behavior in people. Together,
these factors make it difficult for any existing single
modeling approach and/or tool to provide valid models of
emotional processing. This indicates that although affective
computing is promising in facilitating involvement of
senior professionals in societal activities, once the emotions
are captured and incorporated in system, more research
related to modeling emotions and their evolutions needs to
be done.

(iv) Design and development of tools and systems that
can process and simulate the evolutions of emotions
of senior professionals to support prediction of
possible future behaviour

Upon collecting data regarding emotions of senior
professional an extensive analysis is needed to understand
their evolution with time. The examination of this data
should include simulating different scenarios to predict
possible future behaviour and emotions of senior profes-
sionals. With proper simulation results and well defined
scenarios an analysis can be done to identify indicators that
can be used to show the cause of changes in emotional and
behaviour of senior professionals. To enhance the effec-
tiveness of these processes proper tools and systems need to
be designed and developed which are aspects that need
further research.

(v) Development of interfaces for displaying, communi-
cating, mediating and expressing SPs’ emotion

Technology can easily give the appearance of having
emotions without having the components that traditionally
accompany biological emotions. In other words, technology
to send affective information—portraying affect through
some modality—might be possible to build. However, the
hardest challenge in real-time interaction is figuring out
when to communicate which affect. Without understanding
social display rules and other important cues about the
interaction context, technology is quite likely to irritate
people with its emotional outputs.

Furthermore, the difficulty of communicating emotions
between two nodes through text-based online interaction
has led to the development of emoticons and other means
for people to add affective intent. The extents to which
these attempts are based on well formulated principles and

actually work to properly communicate emotion are topics
in need for further research.

It is clear that the sine qua non of emotion expression is
the reaction visualized by the physical body of the
respective human being. The challenge is representing
those reactions in computer systems taking into account
that these systems do not have physical bodies like those of
human beings. Existing attempts at expressing emotions in
robots, which are at times referred to as embodied are
unable to generate the type of affective responsiveness
characterizing human-human interaction (Cramer 2007).
Therefore, there is still a wide open area related to
expressing human emotions in a language that is under-
standable by both human being and compute systems.

Moreover, some people prefer non-affective interaction
with computers and do not wish for computers to
communicate social-emotional signals. Affective comput-
ing designers can honor this preference by designing such
aspects of control or adaptation. Since a driving principle in
the development of affective computing is to honor
people’s affective preferences in the technology design,
the preference of “show me no affective communication”
should be accommodated. How will systems automatically
reconfigure themselves to react to such situations is a topic
also in need for further research.

(vi) Establishment of affective computing related ethics
for SPs

In real life, emotions, perhaps more so than thoughts, are
ultimately personal and private and thus people are not
willing to see their emotions documented especially when
they visualize those people negatively (Aggarwal and Cai
1999). Any attempts to detect, recognize, not to mention
manipulate, a user’s emotions thus constitutes the ultimate
breach of ethics that will be difficult to be accepted by
computer users. Thus in relation to ethics, further research
needs to be done to find ways on how ethical rules can be
tuned to facilitate the adoption of affective computing in
daily life activities.

Researchers addressing affective computing focus on
technical challenges of making systems that can send,
sense, intelligently handle and simulate affective infor-
mation. While addressing those challenges researchers
should not fall prey to the common scientific tendency to
make something just because it can be done. An ever
present challenge is to work together with people from
diverse backgrounds, accepting and giving constructive
criticism on new findings, and seeking public input to
steadily discern what should be done in developing
technology to improve human experience in relation to
affective computing.

Although affective technologies enable a wide variety of
interesting new and beneficial advances, the technological
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power to sense, measure, monitor, communicate, influence,
and manipulate emotion could also be used for harmful or
otherwise undesirable purposes. Any new technological
capability raises societal, ethical, and philosophical ques-
tions, and research needs to be performed to address ethical
issues that are related to emotions with respect to the new
capabilities this technology brings. A key challenge here is
related for example to when technology is “sending” a
person’s affective information, should what is sent always
be under the sender’s control, and if so, how do you give a
person control over what they send without over-burdening
their interaction?

(vii) Intelligent and respectful system responses to
perceived emotions for SPs

When a person reveals affective information to a
recipient, the recipient can choose ways to respond that
may be helpful or harmful. For example, if a person lets a
computer (robot or agent) know that its action is very
frustrating then the computer could try to recognize its
gaffe and take steps to avoid it in the future. It could issue
an acknowledgement of the frustration it has caused, and
perhaps even apologize, and see if this helps alleviate the
person’s frustration. Sometimes it might be appropriate for
a computer to display an empathetic or caring response.
Computer-provided empathy can reduce frustration and
stress and can impact perceptions of caring, which could
help in health-care technologies, among others. The
challenge in relation to these issues is on how they will
be addressed and incorporated in systems used for affective
computing.

(viii) Design and development of affective qualified
collaborative systems that are user friendly to
senior professionals

Every senior professional can achieve more and better
when participating in collaborative teams that working
alone. The introduced concepts of CASPs and TSP in
this document demonstrate the need for well configured
and supported collaboration among senior professionals.
For this purpose collaborative systems need to be
designed and developed taking into consideration the
usability and provided functionalities that are suitable to
senior professionals.

7 Soft computing

The development of CASPs with an active involvement in
the socioeconomic system represent a complex case whose
proper understanding, design, implementation, and man-
agement require the integration of different modeling
perspectives and techniques. The advances in soft comput-

ing may lead to the creation of more flexible software that
can adequately help researchers to deal with modeling
complex systems that are related to ePAL communities. As
a specific form of collaborative networks, CASPs are also
characterized by their increasing levels of uncertainty,
complexity, and heterogeneity, which are the complexities
now addressed under soft computing.

Soft computing differs from conventional (hard) com-
puting in that unlike hard computing, it is tolerant of
imprecision, uncertainty, partial truth, and approximation.
In effect, the role model for soft computing is the human
mind (Msanjila and Afsarmanesh 2008). The guiding
principle of soft computing is: exploit the tolerance for
imprecision, uncertainty, partial truth, and approximation to
achieve tractability, robustness and low solution cost
(Abraham et al. 2007).

Behavior, interaction, and decision making of senior
professionals are influenced by a large number of factors.
For example, in addition to emotions, factual data as well as
past experiences influence the decision making process in
human. However, many of these factors can typically not be
measured by numbers. Furthermore, the unmeasurable
factors aldo do influence on the measurable factors. For
senior professionals, issues such as how to measure as well
as analyze their trustworthiness and readiness to collabo-
rate, requires the use of both measurable and unmeasurable
factors. Nevertheless it is not possible to precisely and
completely collect the values of all these factors. In such
situations, in order to correctly assess the suitability of
potential senior professionals, soft computing approaches
can be applied to support making decisions with imprecise
and incomplete data. A number of research topics in this
area need to be addressed for ePAL, as discussed in
Sections 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3.

7.1 Base concepts of soft computing

Perspectives related to behavior and decision making in
face of incomplete and imprecise information are particu-
larly difficult to model (Msanjila and Afsarmanesh 2008).
In fact, this context involves a number of autonomous and
heterogeneous entities—organizations and people—often
with: (1) different value systems, and therefore different
perceptions of value and importance / priority of things, and
(2) a behavior influenced by factors such as emotions,
health / physical status, preferences, working habits, ethical
values, level of trust, competences, etc.

Some of these aspects have a socio-organizational and
anthropocentric nature that is difficult to capture with
traditional logic modeling approaches. In these systems it
is necessary to consider that (Msanjila and Afsarmanesh
2009): (1) Different entities have their own individual
agendas and goals, sometimes conflicting with each other;
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(2) It is difficult to collect / share information on a timely
fashion, even though parties might have agreed to do so; (3)
Some parties might omit relevant information or even lie
for their own benefit; and (4) It is often difficult to make
explicit all relationships, roles, and principles followed in a
network, (5) It is challenging to capture social-networking
at personal level that often happens in multiple dimensions
in background and overlapping (if not dominating over) the
foreground (basically explicit) network structures.

Nevertheless, and in spite of these difficulties, entities
involved in a collaborative network need to plan and make
decisions in scenario cases with incomplete and imprecise
information (Msanjila and Afsarmanesh 2008). This raises
the need for: (1) Modeling approaches and developing
models to represent such contexts; and (2) Reasoning
techniques for decision-making in contexts of incomplete
and imprecise information.

Other dimensions of this problem area include “complex-
ity”, what researchers try to capture with the notions of non-
linear models, emergence, self-organization, etc, as well as the
“dynamism” of the networks in terms of their “shape /
topology” (membership, roles, distribution in case of mobil-
ity). Soft modeling methods can exploit the tolerance for
imprecision, uncertainty, and partial truth, and are therefore
promising candidates to deal with the issues addressed above.

One characteristic of soft computing is the intrinsic
capability to create hybrid systems, combining two or more
soft computing (SC) methodologies to benefit from
consequent synergistic effects (Msanjila and Afsarmanesh
2008). Such arrangement provides complementary reason-
ing and searching methods that allow combining domain
knowledge and empirical data (e.g. training data sets) to
develop flexible computing tools and solve complex

problems. Figure 2 illustrates a taxonomy of these hybrid
algorithms and their components. This figure shows the
main area of research and their sub-areas (research
components) of soft computing whose results can generate
valuable input to solving ePAL challenges of a soft nature.
The figure also shows at the lowest level of its hierarchy the
interrelations among various components from different
main areas of research. The relevance of these main
research areas of soft computing to the ePAL environment
is addressed in Section 7.2.

Some typical application areas of soft computing are data
mining, pattern recognition and classification, optimization,
decision support systems, and control systems. A study of
applicability in collaborative networks, including an extensive
set of case studies can be found in (Camarinha-Matos and
Afsarmanesh 2008a, b). Soft computing includes both the
“modeling” of imprecision, partial truth, and uncertainty—
also referred to as soft modeling—and the “reasoning” and
inference based on such models—also referred to as soft
reasoning. Therefore, Soft computing refers to soft mod-
eling plus soft reasoning.

In addition to the classical methods of soft computing as
the ones mentioned above, there are other approaches with
potential applicability in dealing with vagueness. One
example is qualitative reasoning, which creates simplified
representations for continuous aspects of the world, such as
space, time, and quantity, which support reasoning with
very little information (Salles and Bredeweg 2006). It is
motivated by two observations, namely:

▪ People draw useful and subtle conclusions about the
physical world without differential equations. In our daily
lives we figure out what is happening around us and how

Fig. 2 A taxonomy of hybrid algorithms and their components for aspects of soft computing
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we can affect it, working with far less data, and less
precise data, than would be required in order to use
traditional, purely quantitative methods. Consider, for
instance, the reasoning process when driving a car; and

▪ Scientists and engineers appear to use qualitative
reasoning including:

▪ For initial understanding of a problem,
▪ When setting up more formal methods to solve

particular problems,
▪ When interpreting the results of quantitative simula-

tions, calculations, or measurements,
▪ To benefit from the representations and techniques that

enable them to reason about the behavior of physical
systems, without precise quantitative information
needed by conventional analysis techniques such as
numerical simulators,To model cases where causality is
explicitly represented and used to explain the structure
and behavior resulting from interactions among com-
ponents of a system.

Below we discuss few application examples of soft
computing in communities of active senior professionals.

(i) Quantitative analysis of factors in active ageing
environments:

In the discipline of system dynamics (Ge et al. 2004) it is
assumed that a complex system can be broken into smaller
measurable elements (criteria). The criteria can then be
analyzed using the causal modeling approach to study their
causal behavior. The results of causal analysis can be
represented in a diagram showing the relations among the
criteria. These causal relations can also be translated into
mathematical equations. The mathematical equations can be
applied to make a formal analysis of the entire system.
Figure 3 shows the application of the causal modeling
approach to the system dynamics discipline; namely, first
the generation of System dynamics based on causal models,
followed by the definition of mathematical equations that
lead the way to the design of the system architecture
(Greenland and Brumback 2002).

In principle, these concepts could be applied to
analyze different measurable factors that causally influ-
ence the activeness of retired people. The analysis
results, once translated into mathematical equations, can
be a base for making formal analysis of factors that
causally influence the elder’s activeness. The translated
equations can also support the automation of some
processes related to the analysis of factors influencing
elder activeness. One practical example application of

Fig. 3 The concept of causal analysis as applied in system dynamics and QR disciplines
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quantitative causal reasoning could be the analysis of the
impact of changing the taxation rules for activities
involving retired people.

(ii) Qualitative analysis of factors in ePAL environments

In the discipline of qualitative reasoning (QR) it is
assumed that some complex systems are characterized with
parameters which are difficult to quantify or their measur-
able data are hard to collect. However, such systems can be
analyzed through developing their QR based models that
can be used to identify some values for these parameters
with some qualitative degrees (e.g. large, medium, small,
etc.). Furthermore, based on these qualitative values, the
models can be simulated to analyze the causal influences
among these qualitative parameters which represent the
high level behavior of the entire system. The results of the
causal analysis can then be applied to qualitatively examine
the entire system (Greenland and Brumback 2002).

Qualitative analysis has been popularly applied in study
of populations of living things. It has been for example
applied to study population changes of particular species of
plants in ecological studies. The ecological knowledge
gained from a particular study is usually characterized as
incomplete, fuzzy, uncertain, sparse, empirical, non-
formalized, etc., and it is often expressed in qualitative
terms, verbally or diagrammatically (Salles & Bredeweg).
Qualitative reasoning is an area of artificial intelligence that
creates representations for continuous aspects of the world
to support reasoning with little information. Particularly
relevant for the study addressing imprecise situations is the
support for analysis of qualitative parameters addressing
their explicit representation of causal relationships between
values of parameters. There are a number of aspects
regarding activeness of retired professionals that can hardly
be quantitatively characterized and measured. In the ePAL
context, for instance, decisions made by retired professio-
nals regarding joining some economical activities are
causally influenced by many factors (e.g. possible benefits,
motivation, impact to their health, impact to their social
contacts, etc.) that cannot easily be studied with traditional
mathematical approaches.

7.2 Relevance of soft computing to ePAL environment

Soft Computing introduces complex methodologies, apply-
ing methods and techniques from neural networks, genetic
algorithms, fuzzy logic, Bayesian networks, and their
hybrids, in order to support approximate reasoning, with
imprecision, uncertainty, and partial truth. Namely, it
mimics the remarkable human capability of making
decisions in real-life, within ambiguous environments.

ePAL environment, as stated earlier, forms a community,
constituting senior professionals who need to interact and

collaborate similar to younger generations, despite their old
age. But since they are not regular workers and more
vulnerable, more vagueness, impreciseness, and incom-
pleteness is expected to be experienced in the ePAL
environment. Approaches and systems supporting senior
professionals to make decision in such environments are
needed, for which soft computing represents a potential
domain of research to develop the required solutions.

7.3 Further required research on soft computing—
applicable to ePAL environments

A key challenge related to soft computing research lies in
judicious integration of the merits of its component
technologies so that the resulting one has application-
specific advantages, which cannot be achieved using the
individual techniques alone, in decision making. Although
the soft computing as well as qualitative reasoning fields
has addressed diverse problem areas and developed a
variety of theories and systems, there are a number of
prominent features that are typical for many of the
approaches. Some of the most important ones are as
follows:

(i) Development of ontologies for various concepts in
CASPs collaborative environments

There is a need for providing an explicit representation
of the conceptual modeling layer for example as addressed
in studies in the qualitative reasoning field. This layer is
crucial to any attempt to support model building and even
more to automate it and has been one of the major issues of
the field. Particularly, for its application in collaborative
environments further research needs to be done to enrich
ontology specification which will support studies related to
soft computing.

(ii) Development of approaches to support or enhance
analysis of causality for CASP related variables

Analyzing and explaining the behavior of a system and
its constituent variables in terms of cause-effect relations is
central to human intuitive reasoning and communication
but it is challenging to formally formulate mathematical
expressions describing system behavior. Formalizing this
concept and exploiting it in automated reasoning is the
basis for explanation facilities in model-based systems
which is still in need for further research.

(iii) Development of an approach and a framework for
compositional modeling of CASP elements

Most qualitative reasoning systems adopt a reductionist
view of the world and aim at building libraries of
elementary, independent model fragments (component
behavior, processes, and so on). This approach provides
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the basis for automating the model composition and reusing
models, a highly desirable feature for industrial applica-
tions. However, for this process to be performed effectively,
a well-founded approach or framework must be developed
which also is in need for further research.

(iv) Addressing the qualitativeness of systems supporting
operations in CASPs

Qualitativeness means including only those distinctions
in a behavior model that are essential for solving a
particular task for a certain system. The goal is to obtain a
finite representation that leads to coarse, intuitive represen-
tations of models and behavior (for example, as finite
relations and a state graph, respectively), and efficient
algorithms.

8 Machine learning

Many machine learning techniques are already available
being the main challenges here the integration with the
other components of a virtual community support system
and the collection of adequate (historic) training data sets.
Machine Learning is the science of building hardware or
software that can achieve tasks by learning from examples
(Katrenko and Adriaans 2006). The examples often come
as {input, output} pairs. Given new inputs a trained
machine can make predictions of the unknown output.
Examples of machine learning tasks include: automatic
reading of handwriting, assisted medical diagnosis, auto-
matic text classification (classification of web pages; spam
filtering), and stock exchange predictions.

For the ePAL context, examples of potential use of
machine learning and data mining techniques include:

○ Discovery of seniors’ patterns of behavior within
communities provided that historic data is collected
regarding the participation of members in the commu-
nity activities.

○ Identifying the “emotional health” status of a collabo-
rative network of senior professionals, through moni-
toring selected indicators.

○ Optimization of collaboration processes based on
historic data related to past performance.

In relation to the application of machine learning in
ePAL environment as exemplified above, a number of
research topics need to be addressed as further discussed in
Sections 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3.

8.1 Base concepts of machine learning

Machine learning is a classical sub-field of Artificial
Intelligence that is devoted to the design and develop-

ment of algorithms and techniques that let computer
systems improve automatically through experience
(Alpaydın 2004). In other words, it aims to give
computers the ability to “learn”. The purpose of machine
learning algorithms is to use observations (experiences,
data, patterns) to improve a performance element, which
determines how an agent or system reacts when it is given
particular inputs (Bishop 2006). The performance element
may be a simple classifier trying to classify an input
instance into a set of categories or it may be a complete
agent acting in an unknown environment. By receiving
feedback on the performance, the learning algorithm
adapts the performance element to enhance its capabilities
(Mitchell 1997).

Applications range from discovering general rules in
large data sets, to information filtering systems that
automatically learn users’ interests (Bishop 2006). There-
fore a large set of practical systems have been developed
for cases such as object recognition and computer vision,
speech and handwriting recognition, game playing and
robot control, error diagnosis and recovery systems,
detecting credit card fraud, stock market analysis, classify-
ing DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) sequences, medical
diagnosis, and many others. Although still a very active
research field with many open challenges, a large variety of
algorithms and techniques are already available. One
typical classification of this variety of algorithms includes
(Mitchell 1997):

○ Supervised Learning—The learning algorithms re-
ceive inputs and the correct outputs, and searches for
a function which approximates the unknown target
function. Then it learns how to predict the output
values of new examples (mostly through an inductive
process). Under this group we have typically classi-
fication and regression algorithms. Well known cases
are decision trees and neural networks.

○ Unsupervised Learning—The learning agent receives
only input data and uses an objective function (such as
a distance function) to extract / identify clusters in the
input data or particular features which are useful for
describing the data. The learning algorithm needs to
generalize from the input patterns to discover the
output values. This class is represented by several
clustering algorithms.

○ Semi-supervised Learning—This combines both clas-
sified and unclassified examples to generate an
appropriate classifier.

○ Reinforcement Learning—The learning agent receives
an input and an evaluation (reward) of the action
selected by the agent, and the learning algorithm has to
learn a policy which maps inputs to actions resulting in
the best performance.
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One of the key research fields in the area of machine
learning addresses the aspects of data mining. Data
mining refers to a process of extracting knowledge or
relevant information from large sets of data. The data can
be, for instance, historic data bases, data sets resulting
from experiments and monitoring systems, etc. Data
mining approaches can be divided into two separate
processes: knowledge discovery and prediction. The
result of knowledge discovery is an explicit representa-
tion (e.g. rules, classification tree) that has a readable
form and can be understood by a user (Alpaydın 2004).
Forecasting, or predictive modeling provides predictions
of future events and may be transparent and readable in
some approaches (e.g., rule-based systems) and opaque in
others such as neural networks through collaboration
among senior professionals. Examples of application
include: (1) Finding all CASP membership applicants
who have poor performance history (Classification), (2)
Identifying senior professionals with similar interests
(Clustering), and (3) Finding activities which are frequent-
ly performed through collaboration among senior profes-
sionals (Association rules). One possible classification of
data mining techniques is:

○ Predictive techniques which includes: classification,
regression, time series analysis, and prediction.

○ Descriptive techniques which includes: clustering, sum-
marization, association rules and sequence discovery.

In terms of approaches, data mining techniques can be
seen as an application of machine learning algorithms. But
some more traditional techniques coming from the statisti-
cal area can also be applied.

8.2 Relevance of machine learning to ePAL environment

A key application of machine learning to the actual life of
people is related to providing support in understanding the
environment in order to forecast events and make decisions,
based on the experiences from the past. Machine learning
techniques can support practitioners in collecting the
needed data on actions taken daily, and based on these
data a pattern can be constructed showing how things have
been happening in the past and their possible occurrence in
the future.

Machine learning algorithms have proven to be of
great practical value in a variety of application domains.
Senior professionals shall be helped with these techni-
ques, being properly informed on how the community
members have acted in the past, based on the collected
data. Furthermore, experiences from the past can help
the seniors in handling the emerging challenges, e.g.
how to gain knowledge and learn to use new technol-
ogies. Similarly, the development of specific software

systems for senior professionals can benefit from the
experiences gathered in the past, using machine learning
techniques.

8.3 Further required research on machine learning—
applicable to ePAL environments

Further research on different topics related to machine
learning must be done to facilitate the designing and
development of algorithms that allow the related concepts
to be applicable in networks involving individuals such
communities of active senior professionals. Below we
present a few representative topics that are in need for
further research.

(i) Develop machine learning-oriented tools to support
the establishment of environments that empower
seniors to leave a legacy that capitalizes on their
personal / professional experience and is usable and
transferable to the society

Personal and professional experience of seniors’ should
be made available to be used by other society generations,
namely the younger generations or to allow the other
members of the senior community to benefit from it. This
legacy can be used if mechanisms to promote inter-
generational inheritance and collective legacy are devel-
oped. These mechanisms should use other instruments such
as talents modeling and user-centered knowledge acquisi-
tion tools. A means to provide incentives to seniors and
encouraging them to leave their legacy behind is by
creating some reward mechanisms, based on learning their
cumulative performance. These mechanisms should con-
sider the importance of the models for knowledge assess-
ment and intellectual property. Further research is needed to
address the following:

○ Development of tools supporting inheritance and
sharing of user-generated knowledge assets,

○ Design of new networking models for elderly
communities’ involvement with the socio-economic
system,

○ Develop tools that support learning achievement of
senior professionals to facilitate the rewarding
process.

(ii) Addressing the computational limits of machine
learning for large variety and volume of data in
CASPs

Communities of active senior professionals are open
but controlled border networks and thus they might be
characterized with large datasets which are constantly
growing. There is still a lack of suitable approaches and
tools in research and practice to support learning from
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large and heterogeneous datasets. Currently, there are
plenty of methods known for speeding up slow learning
algorithms. However, speeding up fast learning algo-
rithms operating online or in networked environment is a
much more challenging problem. Another problem is
related to the computational cost resulted from test time,
because learned predictors should be deployable in real-
time systems. Therefore, a related research challenge in
need for further study is finding solution related to
building effective learning algorithms that are operative
in CASPs with very low computational cost required for
test time.

(iii) Development of reduction methods addressing mod-
el complexity for data related to SPs

Considering the complexity of the CASPs as collab-
orative networks, it is challenging to collect all data
related to senior professionals which are needed to assess
their required experience for machine learning purposes.
The data in collaborative environment is very dynamic
and can consist of very large variety and volume. The
classification and labeling/modeling of the variables
representing the data is quite challenging. In many
situations there are only small amounts of labeled data
considered, because labeling is costly and/or because the
prediction task to solve them is very specific. In relation
to labeling, two open questions that need further research
refer to: (1) What are the limits of multitask learning and
active learning? (2) How to reuse knowledge bases &
ontologies representing concepts of senior professionals
and CASPs in machine learning?

(iv) Addressing the problem of analyzing non-stationary
data related to SPs

The standard assumption in machine learning is that data
sources do not change, but the data and their related sources
in communities of active senior professionals are very
dynamic. Thus some learning algorithms and tools need to
be tuned to deal with changing both data and data sources
in CASPs. This is an open challenge in need of further
research.

(v) Addressing the difficulties in learning to rank various
solution for emerging opportunities in CASPs

Typically there exists a large set of solutions from which
an optimal one will need to be selected, for instance for
decision-making in CASPS, in relation to formation of
TSPs. As a step towards the needed selection, it requires to
establish ranking mechanisms for all solutions based on
certain set of indicators. A key challenge in need of further
research is related to establishing the ranking policies and
identifying the suitable indicators for various types of
solutions.

9 Towards realizing the research challenges

The complexities of challenges among the addressed areas
clearly differ in terms of the need for the intensity and
duration of research and development. As such these
challenges might be classified according to their needs for
research and development, ranging from short-term to long-
term. The main cause of this variation of needed time/
intensity is the current level by which the respective
challenge has or has not been addressed through the past
and on-going research. Following table summarizes our
views on the nature of the required remaining research to
realize the challenges in each of the four mentioned
technical areas (Table 1).

Therefore, the presented research challenges aim at
identifying needed enhancements to the current research
and development achievements in the four related areas,
in order to meet the demands and requirements for
realization of the technological perspective of the ePAL
environment; thus for establishing communities of active
senior professionals.

10 Conclusion

In our work we have analyzed a number of research
aspects related to technological perspective of active
ageing of senior professionals. For each research aspect
we have clarified its relevance to active ageing,
identified research challenges that need further work
and proposed some future work. We have also analyzed
for each research aspect the currently achieved results in
research as well as existing experience from practices
that together contributes to the new challenges. While a
large number of technological aspects are related to the
full support of the ePAL environment, as described in
Section 2 this paper has presented four main representa-
tive topics related to the technological perspective of
ePAL communities, while only briefly addressing the
others. For each presented topic namely, those of
collaborative network (in Section 5), affective computing
(in Section 6), soft computing (in Section 7), and machine
learning (in Section 8), a number of specific challenges
that are in need for further research are introduced and
discussed. The paper therefore provides a high level
research plan for the technological perspective of the
ePAL, to support the senior professionals remain partially
active after retirement. Validation of this research plan
was obtained empirically as a part of the roadmapping
process. This is achieved through the consolidation meet-
ings and surveys performed with different ePAL stake-
holders, and including a large number of experts in the
field.
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Although there are a large number of challenges
related to various research disciplines that need to be
addressed to smoothen the establishment and operation of
networks of senior professionals, those related to the
technologies and applications are amenably more in

number and strongly in need for extensive innovation.
A number of foreseen challenges that needed future
medium or long term research for the aspects addressed
in this paper are summarized in Table format within
Section 9.

Table 1 Main needed research

Area of research Achieved research results Foreseen required research

Collaborative
networks

During the last years a number of research projects have
addressed different aspects of collaborative networks. A
large volume of innovative solutions are addressed in
proceedings of the PRO-VE conferences 1999–2010.
Some areas that have been extensively addressed include
formalization and modeling of CN concepts (e.g. ARCON
framework (Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh 2008a,
b)), configuration of temporary consortiums (e.g. WiZan
(Oliveira and Camarinha-Matos 2008)), analysis of rational
trust in organizations (TrustMan, (Afsarmanesh et al.
2008)), Ontology specification (ODMS, (Afsarmanesh et
al. 2008)). Etc.

Solving some challenges for the ePAL context as presented
in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 of this paper, research in the area of
collaborative networks might require customization or
application of some existing solutions to the associations of
senior professionals, while some others such as challenge
(ii) in Section 5.3, requires R&D on requirement analysis
and development of corresponding support functionalities.

Thus there are some aspects that might need short-term
research projects to be thoroughly addressed such as those
in need for customization of the existing solutions.
However, other challenges that might need development of
solution concepts and tools require medium or long term
research.

Affective
computing

The topic of affective computing is a new area of research
and development, which has many unresolved challenges
related to capturing and processing emotions of senior
professionals in their collaborating associations.
Particularly in relation to human computer interaction, this
area of research needs innovation to design context aware
user interfaces.

This area still lacks suitable solutions that can be either
customized or applied to solving the identified challenges
in this document. In order to apply the concepts of
affective computing in CASP environments as well as the
configured TSP, research projects must address the
development of formal models and tools that address the
promotion of senior involvements and their contentment, in
relation to all challenges from (i) to (viii) in Section 6.3.
Therefore, mostly long-term research is required to address
these specificities.

Soft computing Developing many CN-related support tools rooted in the
areas of soft computing is also new and in need of formal
in-depth specification, modeling and development of
innovative support tools. Some aspects characterized with
soft issues in collaborative environments have already
benefited from initial models developed with soft com-
puting approaches in mind. An example of application area
is the analysis of trust in organizations based on the causal
analysis of trust criteria (Msanjila and Afsarmanesh 2008).
However, to properly benefit from the application of
promising approaches of soft computing, further research
needs to be done related to modeling advanced aspects and
developing functionalities.

Soft computing approaches have so far been applied in CN-
related areas mostly for their qualitative modeling and
subject analysis, such as analysis of trust in which the
opinion-based approach has been applied. In emerging
collaborative networks such as CASPs and TSPs however,
the analysis trends are moving further towards rational and
formal approaches. Subjective views can hardly provide
suitable solutions for challenges such as (ii) and (iii) in
Section 7.3. While some research in this area has already
started, more medium term to long term research is needed
to address the application of soft computing in rational and
formal analysis of certain aspects such as trust and
collaboration readiness, to support the development of
required tools and functionalities to support networks of
senior professionals.

Machine
learning

Dealing with individual professionals, and supporting their
co-working and collaboration, outside their traditional
hierarchic work environment, creates many complexities
which need to be properly modeled. Application of several
machine learning approaches to this problem domain has
so far produced some promising results. However, these
approaches are not yet applied and tested in real CN
environments in order to improve the new solutions or to
improve the processing aspects of the tools developed for
CASPs.

Besides developing new concepts, models and tools for CN
environments, to support a complex aspect such as how to
leave the seniors’ legacy for next generation, it is
extremely important that the validity of the new
approaches and models are put to test. Furthermore,
depending on the test results, it is important to learn and
improve the designed model, e.g. through changing the
weights for different parameters. This approach however
requires collecting data from real usage in CN
environments. While some of the mentioned challenges are
general to applying machine learning approach, long-term
in-depth research is required to develop new solutions for
CN-related challenges such as those stated in (i) and (v) in
Section 8.3.
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